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President Trump: Big Liar Going to Washington or Tribune of the People?
By Prof. John McMurtry, November 10 2016
On the face of it, Trump is an ideal leader for US empire. He is like Ronald Reagan on
steroids. His long practiced camera image, his nativist US supremacism, his down-home
talk, and his reality-show conﬁdence all go one better. He is America come to meet itself
decades down the road as its pride slips away in third-world conditions. But unlike Reagan
and Bush who spoke to the rich becoming richer, Trump speaks to the losing white working
class and those who have come to hate the money-corrupted Washington forging the
policies of dispossession Reagan started.

The Trump Presidency and U.S. Foreign Policy, Financial Markets, Trading Blocks and Military
Alliances
By Abayomi Azikiwe, November 10 2016
A Trump presidency in order to maintain any semblance of what is perceived as economic
stability and growth must continue the same capitalist relations of productions and
international relations. The failure of this phase of imperialist domination could provide
renewed opportunities for world solidarity of the working class and oppressed.

Does President-Elect Donald Trump Have a Strategy?
By Prof. Tim Anderson, November 10 2016
The populism which pervades US politics makes predictions diﬃcult; including those for
President Trump. This nation of ‘freedom’, founded on mass slavery, was always hard to
take at face value. As Hillary Clinton said, US politicians need both ‘a public and a private
position’. Further, Trump will face great pressures to ‘normalise’ with the military-ﬁnancial
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elite, once in oﬃce.

Thankfully, It’s Not Madam President… Hold the Cheers for Donald Trump…
By Stephen Lendman, November 09 2016
Thankfully humanity is freed from the scourge of a third Hillary and Bill Clinton crime family
co-presidency – she in the lead role with her ﬁnger on the nuclear trigger as US military
commander-in-chief, perhaps eager to squeeze it.

Why Trump Won; Why Clinton Lost
By Robert Parry, November 10 2016
In the end, Hillary Clinton became the face of a corrupt, arrogant and out-of-touch
Establishment, while Donald Trump emerged as an almost perfectly imperfect vessel for a
populist fury that had bubbled beneath the surface of America.

The Working Class Won the Election? What Kind of Trump Administration?
By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, November 10 2016
The US presidential election is historic, because the American people were able to defeat
the oligarchs. Hillary Clinton, an agent for the Oligarchy, was defeated despite the vicious
media campaign against Donald Trump. This shows that the media and the political
establishments of the political parties no longer have credibility with the American people.

What Does Trump Victory Mean for Asia? An “Isolationist America” or More “Soft Power”?
By The New Atlas, November 10 2016
With the victory of Donald Trump during the 2016 US presidential elections, many
commentators, analysts and academics have “predicted” a more isolationist America. For
Asia speciﬁcally, particularly those in need of US intervention to prop up their unpopular,
impotent political causes, they fear an ebbing of US support.
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FBI Agents Say James Comey ‘Stood In The Way’ Of Clinton Email Investigation
By Kerry Picket, November 10 2016
FBI agents say the bureau is alarmed over Director James Comey deciding not to suggest
that the Justice Department prosecute Hillary Clinton over her mishandling of classiﬁed
information.
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